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NEW QUESTION: 1
Check Point APIs allow system engineers and developers to make
changes to their organization's security policy with CLI tools
and Web Services for all the following except:
A. Create new dashboards to manage 3rd party task
B. Create products that use and enhance the Check Point
Solution
Check Point APIs let system administrators and developers make
changes to the security policy with CLI tools and web-services.
You can use an API to:
* Use an automated script to perform common tasks
* Integrate Check Point products with 3rd party solutions
* Create products that use and enhance the Check Point solution
C. Execute automated scripts to perform common tasks
D. Create products that use and enhance 3rd party solutions
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that
present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while
others might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be
able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen.
You are a server administrator at a company named Contoso, Ltd.
Contoso has a Windows Server 2016 Hyper-V environment
configured as shown in the following table.
All of the virtual switches are of the external type.
You need to ensure that you can move virtual machines between
the hosts without causing the virtual machines to disconnect
from the network.
Solution: You implement live migration by using Host2 and
Host4.
Does this meet the goal?
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Web and e-mail filtering tools are PRIMARILY valuable to an
organization because they:
A. assist the organization in preventing legal issues
B. maximize employee performance.
C. protect the organization from viruses and nonbusiness
materials.
D. safeguard the organization's image.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
The main reason for investing in web and e-mail filtering tools
is that they significantly reduce risks related to viruses,
spam, mail chains, recreational surfing and recreational
e-mail. Choice B could be true in some circumstances (i.e., it
would need to be implemented along with an awareness program,
so that employee performance can be significantly improved).
However, in such cases, it would not be as relevant as choice
A. Choices C and D are secondary or indirect benefits.
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